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SYNOPSIS
Synopsis
Trade wars and a global manufacturing decline weighed on economies in 2019, although central bank rate
cuts and resilient consumers provided a positive stock market counterbalance. The question heading into
2020 is: What may tip the scale? Will ongoing trade uncertainty and weakened manufacturing hurt job
growth, finally dragging down the services and consumer side of the economy? Or will interest rate cuts
and a resolution of the trade war spark a fresh round of global economic growth?

The U.S. economy likely will remain split in early 2020, with manufacturing and business investment still
struggling amid trade uncertainty, but services activity and consumer spending healthy.

A resolution of the U.S.-China trade war could reverse business uncertainty and unleash investment.
However, a global recession could occur if the manufacturing slowdown spreads to jobs and consumers.

Ten-year Treasury bond yields should move higher in 2020, assuming recession fears continue to decline.
Barring a setback on trade, 10-year yields could rise to the 2.25% to 2.5% area.

The global slowdown that began in early 2018 is nearing an end, according to our economists, who forecast
3.4% global GDP growth in 2020. The modest increase from 2019’s expected growth of 3.1% will be driven
by easier financial conditions, a US-China trade détente, and reduced Brexit uncertainty.
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ECONOMICS & ANALYSIS
Economics & Analysis
We expect the global growth slowdown that began in early 2018 to end soon, in response to easier financial
conditions and an end to the trade escalation. Although annual-average GDP growth is likely to rise only
modestly from 3.1% in2019 to 3.4% in 2020, this conceals a more pronounced sequential pattern of
slowing growth this year and—in our forecast—gradually rising growth next year.

The risk of a global recession remains more limited than suggested by the flat yield curve, which partly
reflects a structural decline in the term premium, and the low unemployment rate, whose predictive value
for inflation and aggressive monetary tightening has fallen. We also take comfort from the absence of
significant private sector financial deficits in all but a few advanced economies.

Our confidence that growth will improve sequentially is highest in the US, where demand is most
responsive to financial conditions, and the UK, where we expect the Brexit drag to reverse and fiscal policy
to ease. We look for a more gradual pickup in Europe, where the fiscal boost is likely to remain (too)
limited, and Japan, where we are watching carefully for a negative impact from the October consumption
tax hike. We expect growth in China to slow modestly from just above 6% to just below, in line with
gradually decelerating potential.

Across many advanced economies, we expect continued labour market improvement and upward pressure
on wage growth, which is likely to push unit labour costs above central bank inflation targets. However, the
pass-through to core price inflation should remain limited because the price Phillips curve is much flatter
than the wage Phillips curve given stable inflation expectations.

In our baseline forecast, most DM central banks stay on hold in 2020. At least in the early part of the year,
however, the risk is on the side of further easing, especially in the Euro area and Japan where growth is
weak and inflation far below target. We also expect further cuts in a number of EMs and smaller DMs.

Slightly better growth, limited recession risk, and friendly monetary policy should provide a decent
background for financial markets in the early part of 2020.However, concerns about the impact of higher
corporate taxes on profits could rise in the run up to the US presidential election. Even aside from politics,
rising wage growth looks set to reduce profit margins over the next several years.
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A year ago, we predicted a slowdown in global growth from 3.8% in 2017-2018 to 3.5%in 2019, with
deceleration relatively evenly spread across the major economies. There were two main demand-side
reasons for this call, namely 1) reduced US fiscal stimulus and 2) tighter financial conditions.

In the event, the global economy slowed more sharply than we had anticipated. Exhibit2 plots the 2019 GS
and consensus growth forecast against the most recent consensus estimate (which should by now be fairly
close to the ultimate print). We have seen a negative surprise concentrated in Europe—especially
Germany—, Australia, and several large EM economies such as Argentina, Brazil, Mexico, India, and South
Africa. By contrast, a few other large economies—especially China and the US—saw growth relatively close
to expectations, and a number of EM economies in Central and Eastern Europe actually beat forecasts.
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The downside surprises of 2019 were greater than suggested by the growth numbers alone, because these
came despite the cushioning effects of a much lower than expected interest rate path. In particular, the
Federal Reserve cut the funds rate three times in 2019, compared with its own forecast of three hikes and
our forecast of four hikes as of a year ago. Many other central banks in both DM and EM countries followed
suit.

The 2018-19 slowdown has taken global growth from clearly above potential in 2018 to roughly a potential
pace in 2019. In fact, the latest high-frequency GDP and CAI numbers are below potential in a majority of
economies, as shown in Exhibit 3. This means that the unemployment rate—in DM and those EM countries
that produce reliable labour market statistics—will start trending higher unless growth picks up from the
latest sequential pace.

What lies behind this year’s weakness? Our answer is a succession of negative shocks to financial markets
and business confidence. The starting point was the sharp selloff in global risk assets in the fourth quarter
of 2018, driven by the combination of negative data surprises in China and Europe coupled with a
perceived hawkish Fed policy shock, encapsulated in Fed Chair Powell’s “long way from neutral” comment
in early October. As shown in Exhibit 4, the resulting 100bp tightening in our US FCI in Q4 was the largest
quarterly tightening outside the financial crisis, and it led to a sharp slowdown in US and global aggregate
demand growth in late 2018 and early 2019.
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By the spring, the impact of the FCI shocks seemed to diminish, aided by the Fed’s pivot away from further
rate hikes. But just as the improvement in financial conditions started to show up in a tentative
stabilization in our global CAI, the world economy was hit with another set of shocks. Trade tensions
moved up sharply in the wake of President Trump’s tweets threatening higher tariffs on US imports of
Chinese and Mexican goods, followed by several rounds of additional escalation in subsequent months. In
addition, the ongoing Brexit negotiations and the related uncertainty weighed on UK (and to a lesser
degree EU27) investment and output.

RECESSION RISK STILL LIMITED. SO WHERE DO WE GO FROM HERE

Some market participants worry that we are on an inexorable path to a hard landing. A recent Bloomberg
survey shows that the media economic forecaster sees a 33% probability that the US economy will enter
recession in the next 12 months. In fact, even this number may understate the true perceived risk as
economists are often reluctant to adopt a recession baseline, perhaps because of the career risk involved in
crying wolf prematurely. Moreover, the fears of a hard landing in other major economies such as Europe
and China seem, if anything, greater than in the US.

However, our own view is that the risk of recession is considerably lower. We recently presented a
statistical model that puts the risk of a US recession starting in the next 12months at 20%, as shown in
Exhibit 5.1 This is partly because we think many recession models—and thus many forecasters—overstate
the importance of factors such as a flat yield curve and a low unemployment rate. Many commonly used
yield curve measures are distorted by the sharp decline in the term premium, which makes a flat or
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inverted yield curve both more frequent and less meaningful than in the past. And the low unemployment
rate is probably a less reliable predictor of economic overheating and aggressive monetary tightening than
in the past because of the flatter Phillips curve and more anchored inflation expectations. Correcting for
these distortions substantially reduces the estimated recession risk.

The broader reason for our relatively optimistic view (which is also included in our formal US recession
model) is the strong financial position of households and businesses across most advanced economies, as
measured by the private sector financial balance. When the private sector runs a deficit—which often
happens in response to major asset price booms such as the 1990s equity bubble and the 2000s housing
bubble—this means that households and firms rely on ongoing net debt accumulation to fund the current
level of spending. And demand then becomes very vulnerable to an asset price downturn or a tightening of
credit availability, which can feed on itself in a vicious circle of weaker demand, output, employment,
profits, asset prices, and in the extreme a financial crisis.

At present, however, we are far away from this type of situation. As shown in Exhibit 6, the private sector
in almost all the world’s major economies runs a sizable financial surplus roughly in line with the longterm average. This is noteworthy because long expansions have in the past led to bigger and bigger
increases in private sector spending relative to income, and because the current expansion is now the
longest on record in the US and among the longest in many other economies around the world.
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Of course, the absence of the types of imbalances—inflationary or financial—that have often proven
decisive in the past does not mean that a recession cannot occur. In particular, the risk of further trade
escalation and other policy-related shocks is clearly greater than in past cycles, and the increased
integration of global financial markets implies that shocks in one part of the world economy spill over to
other countries more quickly. This means that we cannot rule out an “exogenous” recession, in which the
world economy suffers a shock large enough to overcome the relative absence of the classic imbalances
that have set the stage for recessions in the past.

GETTING BETTER

Although much could still go wrong, the news on trade policy—both US-China and issues related to
Brexit—has gotten better in recent weeks. The “Phase 1” agreement—which looks likely to be signed in
coming weeks—should remove the US threat of a 15% tariff on roughly $150bn in imports from China last
December 15. The agreement is also more likely than not to include a rollback of the 15% tariff on roughly
$100bn of imports from China that was imposed on September in exchange for increased Chinese
purchases of agricultural goods and other concessions related to currency and market access for US
financial firms.

If so, the impact of the trade war on GDP growth in the United States and China—and the world economy
more broadly—should become less negative in 2020.

Exhibit 7shows our estimate that the trade war is currently subtracting about 0.4pp from quarterly
annualized growth in the US and 0.6pp in China. Although the composition of this drag differs between the
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two countries, our expectation of a partial rollback implies that both should enjoy a “subtraction of
negatives” as this drag on growth abates in 2020.

THE BREXIT STORY

Brexit has also taken a turn for the better. The key shift is that UK Prime Minister Boris Johnson has
managed to unify the Conservative Party around his revised EU withdrawal agreement. Exhibit 8 shows
that avoiding “no deal” should boost growth in the UK and, to a lesser degree, other European countries.
Partly for this reason and partly because we expect a sizable fiscal expansion, UK growth is likely to pick up
materially in 2020.

Together, the US-China détente and reduced Brexit uncertainty are likely to help global trade volumes
recover from their drop over the past year. Exhibit 9 shows that no such improvement is visible yet in the
hard data, taken from the Dutch Central Planning Bureau and covering the period through August.
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However, the latest purchasing manager indexes point to a pickup in new export orders in the last month.
If sustained, this should benefit trade-sensitive economies such as Germany, Korea, and Taiwan more
broadly. Germany—currently the weakest G7 economy according to our CAI—is showing some early signs
of improvement, including an improvement in manufacturing orders in October and a notable pickup in the
expectations component of national surveys.

Partly driven by the better trade news and partly by the earlier monetary policy easing, the other shock of
the past year—the sharp tightening in financial conditions in late2018—has now fully reversed. Our US
FCI has moved back to the level seen inmid-2018 and our global FCI now stands near the lowest level since
before the financial crisis. Easier financial conditions are likely to boost growth, especially in economies
such as the United States where the empirical linkage between the FCI and growth is particularly close.
Exhibit 10 shows that the US growth impulse from financial conditions is likely to move up from about ½pp at the start of 2019 to +½pp in early2020 in the US (assuming markets stay around current levels).

This easing in financial conditions suggests not only that global growth is likely to pick up somewhat in
absolute terms, but also that growth may come in stronger than currently predicted by the forecaster
community.
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Exhibit 11 shows that large moves in financial conditions have statistically significant predictive value for
subsequent surprises in growth relative to consensus expectations. In other words, financial conditions not
only affect the growth outlook, but they affect it by more than the median forecaster seems to assume.

This finding is “fragile” in the sense that forecasters may eventually learn from their past mistakes and
incorporate financial conditions more prominently into their framework. But this does not seem to have
happened yet, as the surprises in global growth in the past five years were well-flagged by preceding
financial conditions moves—i.e. the downside surprises of 2016 and 2019 followed a sizable FCI tightening
in the previous year, while the upside surprises of 2017 and 2018 followed a sizable FCI easing.

SHOULD LIFT MOST BOATS

Although we expect the growth news in coming quarters to look more positive than for much of the past
year, there are some important differences across the world’s biggest economies in terms of both the
strength of growth and our confidence around it.

We are reasonably confident that US growth is improving, for three reasons. First, the sharp drop-in
mortgage rates—an important aspect of the FCI easing—has reinvigorated the housing recovery after a
slowdown in 2018 and early 2019. The structural outlook for housing is also strong, as the level of building
activity remains well below demographic demand and the homeowner vacancy rate has now fallen to a 38-
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year low in seasonally adjusted terms (see Exhibit 12). Second, we expect the strength in consumer
spending to outlast the weakness in business investment, in line with the historical lead-lag pattern.

Third, the drag on goods-sector output from the inventory adjustment is probably nearing an end. Since
Q1, when inventory investment as a share of real GDP hit its highest level since mid-2015, the monthly
numbers have slowed steadily and the inventory components of both the ISM and the Mark it PMI have
fallen below 50.Together, these three factors should boost US growth moderately from the current 1¾%
sequential pace to the 2¼-2½% range in 2020.

The starting point in Europe is considerably worse than in the US, as the average growth pace has slowed
to a clearly below-trend pace and large economies such as Germany, Italy, and the UK are contracting (at
least according to our CAI). Incrementally, however, the news has also turned more positive. The most
important is early signs of stabilization in the manufacturing sector, which is twice as large relative to GDP
in Germany as in the US. In addition, we also expect a moderate fiscal boost of about0.3pp in the Euro area,
mostly because Germany is—belatedly and incrementally—moving toward a more expansionary setting.
All told, we expect the sequential annualized pace of Euro area growth to move up from the current 0.2%
(based on our CAI) to just over 1% in 2020—only a little above trend but probably enough to keep the
labour market recovery going in most countries. We see a more substantial pickup from slightly negative
numbers now to a 2.4% sequential pace in 2020 H2 in the UK, which should benefit from a resolution of
the Brexit uncertainty as well as a sizable fiscal boost after the December 12 election.
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In contrast to the US and Europe, China is unlikely to see a meaningful sequential acceleration. This year,
policymakers managed to prevent a sharp slowdown in growth by allowing the currency to depreciate and
easing macro policy across a number of different levers summarized in our domestic macro policy proxy.
That said, policy makers have taken a more conservative approach to policy stimulus than in the past. Next
year we expect them to allow actual growth to slow in line with potential from just above 6%to just below,
while aiming to boost the “quality” of growth by keeping a lid on property speculation and limiting the
overall pick up in leverage. Barring further trade escalation, the spill over’s from China to the rest of the
region should be less adverse in 2020 than in2019 with a likely recovery in China imports and no
significant currency depreciation.
Elsewhere in Asia, the news is more mixed, with a likely pickup in India on the back of the corporate tax cut
and easier monetary policy but risk of a slowdown in Japan following the consumption tax increase in
October.
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The slowdown in global growth has done only limited damage to the labour market so far. Despite weaker
job gains, the unemployment rate is still trending sideways to lower in most advanced economies, as shown
in Exhibit 15. Any pickup in global growth should enable labour markets to make renewed progress in the
next year.

In many advanced economies—including all of the G7 except France and Italy—this is likely to mean
continued multi-decade lows in the unemployment rate and other measures of labour market slack. And
lower unemployment is likely to result in continued, if gradual, upward pressure on wage growth. As
shown in Exhibit 16, any further acceleration is likely to take wage growth in many advanced economies
beyond the sustainable pace, defined as the sum of the central bank’s inflation target and the long-term
trend rate of productivity growth.
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All else equal, excess unit labour cost growth is likely to imply upward pressure on core inflation, as firms
try to defend their profit margins. However, it is important to remember that the price Phillips curve is
only about one-quarter as steep as the wage Phillips curve. This means that only one-quarter of any
unemployment-driven pickup in wage and unit labour cost growth typically shows up in higher price
inflation.

Indeed, we expect only a modest pickup in core inflation rates across most of the advanced economies to
rates generally no greater than central bank inflation targets, as shown in Exhibit 17.

CENTRAL BANKS MOVE TO THE SIDELINES

Monetary policy has taken a much more dovish turn than we expected over the past year, with Fed officials
moving from rate increases throughout 2018 to 75bp of cuts over the past three months.

Other central banks followed suit, especially across the emerging world. Exhibit 18 shows that this was the
sharpest turn for global central banks since the global financial crisis.
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But the adjustment should now be mostly behind us. Under our economic forecast of slightly above-trend
growth and 2% inflation, the Fed should be on hold throughout 2020. One reason why the risk to our call is
still slightly on the downside is that we expect the Fed to tweak its policy framework in the direction of
average inflation targeting, which would call for inflation slightly above 2% at this stage of the business
cycle. But Fed officials would probably not implement this new regime mechanically, so inflation at 2%
would not be a sufficient reason to cut further barring a renewed bout of weakness in economic activity or
a sizable tightening in financial conditions.

In other advanced economies, it is a closer call. Given limited room for further easing, slightly better growth
numbers and receding downside risks, we have removed the remaining 10bp cut in the ECB deposit rate
from our forecast. However, given weak actual and expected inflation, it is possible that the debate could
shift back to rate cuts and, in any case, we expect the ECB to maintain its EUR20bn/month QE program
until end-2021. We also think additional rate cuts in Japan, Canada and—if Brexit takes an unexpected turn
for the worse—the UK are possible, though none are our base case.

In parts of the emerging world, near-term rate cuts remain likely. In particular, we see further sizable
moves in Turkey, Russia, Mexico, Brazil, South Africa, and Egypt on the back of below-potential growth
and/or subdued inflation.
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PROFIT MARGINS UNDER PRESSURE

The single biggest event of 2020 is likely to be the US election on November 3. Prediction markets currently
imply a 36% probability of a Democratic majority in the Senate. In light of the fact that outcomes of
competitive Senate seats and presidential elections are correlated, this is probably also close to the implied
probability of unified Democratic control.

All four of the Democratic frontrunners in the prediction markets—Senator Warren, former Vice President
Biden, Mayor Buttigieg, and Senator Sanders—have proposed at least a partial repeal of the 2017 Tax Cut
and Jobs Act (TCJA), which cut the federal statutory corporate income tax rate from 35% to 21%. And if
Democrats gain even a small majority in the Senate, we would expect an increase in the corporate tax rate.
Our portfolio strategists have estimated that full repeal would reduce S&P 500 earnings in 2021 by 11%.

If Democrats fail to gain unified control, US tax policy would likely remain unchanged at least until 2023.
But even in this case, the fundamentals for corporate profits—not only in the US but across many advanced
economies—are likely to deteriorate. With unit labour costs growing faster than prices in most major
economies, the share of national income going to labour is rising, as shown in Exhibit 19. A higher labour
share is likely to come at the expense of profits, and this is one reason why our portfolio strategists expect
fairly muted profit growth in most advanced economies in 2020.

From a markets perspective, our 2020 outlook is therefore more mixed than our relatively sanguine view
on both recession risk and central bank policy might suggest. After a long period in which profits and
financial assets outperformed wages and the real economy, the next several years will likely see the
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reverse. There is a limit to this process. If the labour market tightens excessively, the downward pressure
on margins might get so intense that companies react by either pushing up prices sharply (and thereby
prompting central banks to hike rates aggressively) or cutting investment and hiring by enough to undercut
aggregate demand (and thereby causing a recession). But in 2020, we still expect the swing in the
pendulum to remain quite gradual and the global economy to clock yet another year of progress.
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